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Happy New Year to 
all of you
Yet another year of hope has arrived. Let me wish all 
the readers of ‘Making an Impact’ Article Series, a very 
Happy and prosperous New Year. Let this year be filled 
with prosperity, happiness and growth.

We started writing this ‘Making an Impact’ Article Series on 
19 July 2019 for informing ‘development communication’ 
regarding various activities of Kudumbashree. It’s alos a 
documentation of the activities and policy level decisions. 
I am happy that we were able to continue this series 
through 157 articles. Let me thank each one of you for 
acceptance you all have given for this article series. This is 
an article series where the new policies and programmes 
that are being implemented for the last three years are 
introduced.



In the last three years, as a team we were able to 
build a strong base of developmental activities. 
2020 is the year in which we are supposed to 
give the best to Kerala based on this strong 
foundation. Each one of us are committed to 
enter into more activities, responsibilities and 
to bring better results in 2020 compiling the 
activities of the last three years. I hope our team 
may be able to effectively implement the same 
and let the new year be a gentle reminder to 
this. Wishing a happy and prosperous 2020 to 
everyone.
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